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Handwriting Analysis Loops in Letters | Loops in D = Sensitivity.

Curled lower loop: Search for selfish pleasure Example  He may be a go-getter on his ''up" days, but if he's in
a ''downer" mood, he probably won't even show up for work. Straight: Self-control that might become
coldness. You should position your relationship in such a manner that your mate wants to be with you out of
her own best interest, her own personal power, her own thoughts of love and affection, not from a fear such as
being alone. Handwriting Analysis Letter g. The garland is a soft, easily stroked connective depicting the
writer who is receptive, compliant and easy going. If he crowded the letters to the left, he's fearful of his
future. Depending on the other traits in the handwriting, it could just be a game â€” or it could be malicious
behavior. Truncated lower loop: Activity that becomes impatience. Liberation of libido. Readers have access
to MP3 online audio introduction by the author. There is a fundamental duality within the psyche that creates
unpredictable emotional responses. Therefore, if a loop is in the upper zone, one might imagine things
associated with philosophy, religion, or ethics. Unfortunately, you may find you have a few of these Hell
Traits in your own personality. The term libido comes from Latin and means desire, drive. In fact, even in my
friendships with males, I am wary of this trait. The middle zone has thirteen single zone letters, the five
vowels, a. If the second sample has the same downslanted appearance, it is a warning of an ingrained
pessimism which keeps this applicant on the job-seeking circuit. He may complete the essentials of a job, but
he evades responsibility by neglecting the finishing details. General interpretation: Sublimation of libido
towards intellectual activities. Impatience is a part of this writer's personality. Interpretation of Type 1 Thread
indicates a writer who is in too much of a hurry to do a precise bit of work. She had a very low self-image that
caused her to feel that she deserved the violent treatment. He may be warm and sympathetic, empathetic and
sentimental. Connections In American schools, writing is usually first learned by using the manuscript printed
form. This type of thread is associated with a diplomatic personali-ty, one who is capable of seeing the whole,
broad picture of a situation. None of us uses one connective exclusively. They'd benefit substantially from
meditation and breathing exercises to assist them to strike that important balance between their inner and outer
existence. It is the thrill of the chase, rather than the prize, that keeps them interested. Enjoys not only sexual
pleasure, but good food, nice objects. She harbored her emotions and dwelled on them within her own mind.
Love becomes tumultuous and unpredictable. Example 3 Big oval, atrophied lower loop: Sexual abstinence
that may be due to lack of opportunities.


